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Abstract- This paper explains the efficiency of Artificial Bee colony based classification (ABCC) strategy for classification 

purpose in the field of Educational Data Mining (EDM). More precisely, it anticipates ABCC to design classification model 

which has the ability of classifying the performance of students based on Bloom’s Taxonomy. To conclude this, this paper 

anticipates a novel initialization purpose based on Effectual LogitBoost algorithm (ELBA) to mitigate adverse effects of curse of 

dimensionality on ABCC performance. Moreover, in the design of ELBA based ABCC model of performance classification, 

various feature selection methods are investigated. To perform this, this work considers online available dataset and real time data 

set, manually annotated with Blooms’ cognitive levels, and transform into Rule discovery, Rule Pruning and prediction strategy. 

With the available dataset, numerous experiments have been conducted, and the outcomes depict better performance of the 

proposed ELBA-ABCC owing to its prediction accuracy. Moreover, when anticipated ELBA-ABCC based initialization method 
is utilized, a significant enhancement in the performance of students is attained. As well, the outcomes specifies feature selection 

like wrapper based and filter based approaches plays significant role in the performance of ELBA-ABCC. The simulation was 

performed in MATLAB environment, and the results were compared with the existing methods, which confirm the efficiency of 

the anticipated ELBA-ABCC approach. The attained accuracy is about 88.9%. 

Keywords – Artificial Bee colony based classification; LogitBoost algorithm; Rule discovery; Rule pruning; Prediction strategy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an upcoming data mining field that spotlights on the development of approaches for exploring 
unique sorts of educational data that rises from an educational system or process [1]. In EDM, along with other data mining 

techniques, classification plays a significant role which emerges in diverse contexts and various techniques have been applied in it 

[2]. The complete review of EDM classification strategy reports that a specific offshoot of Meta heuristic approach known as 

ABC is effectual for data classification known as Artificial Bee Colony Classification to construct classification component in 

tools of teaching effectiveness [3], which is competent of classifying students performance based on cognitive levels of Bloom’s 

taxonomy. 

 

Artificial Bee colony (ABC) is a Meta heuristic optimization method inspired by the characteristics of honey bee and the control 

parameters. In general, ABC is a simple concept, easier to implement and possess few control parameters; it is extensively used in 

numerous optimization applications such as student’s performance analysis, digital filters, artificial neural networks and other 

methods [4]. Traditional ABC has been applied to functional optimization problems successfully, moreover in current times a 
tremendous growth in the application it deals with to resolve various crisis in other areas is also reported [5]. Based on the above 

mentioned reason, data mining also utilizes it for its extensive application needs, where ABC is applied to crisis such as 

classification, clustering, outlier detection and feature selection [6]. For classification, ABC has recently gained increasing interest 

via specific ABC variant, termed Artificial Bee classification, though its primary application to classify the performance. 

Cumulative evidence as then recommends that ABC is an appropriate and competitive approach, which can be efficiently applied 

to demand classification problems, specifically when accurate, still comprehensible classifiers are required. 
 

Moreover, to mitigate the difficult effects of curse of dimensionality [7], an inherent crisis of high dimensional dataset, this work 

anticipates a new specialized initialization method that is sourced on specific information retrieval procedure, called LogictBoost 

algorithm. Rationale behind anticipating LA-based initialization method can be depicted as follows: In numerous existing 

investigations, key role of initializing methods for evolutionary procedures [8], e.g. ABC, has been emphasized. Nevertheless, 

some investigators have initiated to question this high dimensional space. More particularly, it is reported that advanced generic 

initialization methods performs well in evaluating fitness function, and therefore performance of numerous evolutionary 

algorithms depreciate significantly [9]. Subsequently, a novel trend has initiated to spot lights on generating specialized 

initializing methods to enhance performance if evolutionary procedures in fitness value computation [10]. Specialized 

initialization method develops problem specific knowledge to recognize promising region in search space during the occurrence 

of evolution. In a specific region, which has been seems to be more promising for initialization of evolutionary procedures. 
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According to the theory of rule discovery and rule pruning which consists of higher probability of prediction to unknown optimal 

solution. According to this concept, LA is anticipated to recognize centre region of search space for data classification, and 

therefore provides a promising initialization of ABC optimization. 

 

As feature selection process plays a significant role in data classification, the influence of feature selection approaches over the 

proposed ELBA-ABCC is anticipated. In precise, performance of ELBA-ABCC is investigated with the following feature 

selection and subset feature selection approaches: Wrapper based, Filter based, Filter based subset evaluation and Wrapper based 

subset evaluation. At last, anticipated ELBA-ABCC approach is validated by comparing the corresponding outputs with existing 
methods like Naïve Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), rule based ML algorithm (RIPPER, 

JRip), decision tree algorithm (J48), Bayesian Networks (ByesNet) and Adaptive Boosting method (AdaBoost) which have been 

functional to similar data set under similar settings. 

 

The rest of the work is structured as follows: Section II explains in detail about the existing techniques involved in Educational 

Data Mining. Section III describes in detail about the proposed ELBA-ABCC method. The dataset description based on the online 

and real time availability student data, then wrapper and filter based and subset of these feature selection approaches are 

demonstrated in detail. The above mentioned techniques are used for pre-processing purpose, followed by this is the effectual 

ELBA-ABCC method for prediction strategy. Section IV explains about the numerical results and discussion of the anticipated 

ELBA-ABCC approach in terms of fitness value computation, cover percentage. Section V is the conclusion of the proposed 

work with the assistance for future direction. 
 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In [11], Norlida Buniyamin et al. anticipated a classification technique known as Neuro-Fuzzy based classification for academic 

performance/achievements for electrical engineering students. This investigation illustrates about the selection of system to 

determine the intelligent information like mentor, advice, selecting course outline; adaptive learning model should categorize 

present situation and for this cause classifier is required- model can identify class value from diverse attributes. Classification 

techniques would permit more flexibility to moderate on group/single of student performance and Neuro-fuzzy linguistic is a 

value demonstrating probability of students to attain admirable grade even if student attained weak in specific subject/course. 

In [12], Ashish Dutt et al. outlined numerous future insights on educational data clustering sourced on prevailing reviews and 

further opportunity for further investigation are recognized. As a key advancements of application of clustering procedure to data 
analysis is that, it offers relatively an unambiguous strategy of learning students style provided a number of variables such as time 

spent on effecting learning tasks, learning in groups, learner class behaviour, student motivation and classroom decoration 

towards learning. Clustering can offer pertinent insights to variables that are appropriate in separating clusters. Educational data is 

characteristically multi-level hierarchical and non-independent in nature, as recommended by the Baker & Yacef, henceforth 

investigator must carefully select clustering procedure that fulfils research question to attain reliable and valid outcomes. 

 

In [13], Khokhoni Innocentia Mpho Ramaphosa et al, spotlights on examining prediction accuracy of academic performance of 

learners utilizing diverse classification procedures which are Naive Bayes, BayersNet, JRip and J48. The experimental outcomes 

proved that attributes selected from original dataset are extremely influential and it is sufficient to enhance prediction accuracy of 

unknown classes. J48 algorithm proved to be superior prediction model when contrast with other models with 99.13% accuracy 

on perfectly classified data with model data. This investigation will assist schools to determine academic status of learners in 
advance and concentrate on weak learners to enhance their academic outcomes. 

 

In [14], Vinayak Hegde et al. spotlights on reason behind student dropout. Therefore, data collection acts as an important role in 

this investigation. Collected data are examined by various methods under data pre-processing. Data collected by diverse resources 

demonstrates numerous factors such as Demographical factors, Academics, Health issues, Psychological factors etc. plays a 

significant role in student dropout. As mentioned above, student dropout is a foremost threat to every educational institution. This 

replica will assist to recognize students who are going to drop out the registered course. While recognizing it, an early stage will 

avoid student drop out and can examine and provide valuable counselling to change the mind of student from dropout. It will as 

well demonstrate an appropriate path for student to attain their dreams. 

 

In [15], Maryam Zaffar et al. depicted diverse feature selection procedures have been analyzed and evaluated. The outcomes on  
the student dataset have demonstrated that there is no significant change in feature selection performance algorithms accessible in 

WEKA tool. Moreover, with all these available feature selection techniques, principal components have demonstrated superior 

outcomes using Random Forest classifier. This investigation has also demonstrated that MLP classifier carried out slightly 

superior than subsequent classifier on student data set. The outcomes depicts that, there is an essential of subtle factor tuning of 

these feature selection techniques, to attain superior performance. Further studies on feature selection and their corresponding 

fusion can also be estimate; furthermore, student’s datasets of diverse sizes can also be utilized for evaluations. 

 

In [16], Xiaofeng Ma et al. explains the dependency amongst student features, initiating features dependencies and expert outlook 

to initiate coefficient, thus the algorithm can be converged quickly. In specific, to determine initial values of co-efficient, the 

author anticipates initialization of co-efficient rules. Moreover, to enhance the precision of the model, the author utilizes SVM 

procedure and DT algorithm optimized by grid search procedure to identify student pass rates and utilize information gain to 

discover student pass rate and utilize information gain to discover the features that possess higher influence on student 
performance. Experimental outcomes demonstrate that algorithm have attained better outcome, thus the model has been utilized 

to recognize significant features of students and pass rate of students. 
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In [17], Yang You et al. anticipated MIC-SVM, which is a highly effectual parallel support vector machine for x86 sourced multi-

core and numerous core architectures like Intel KNC MIC and Intel Ivy Bridge CPUs. The author anticipates diverse novel 

optimization and analysis strategy that are common and can be effortlessly applied to accelerate other machine learning 

techniques. The investigation also improves and explores the deficiency of present SVM tools. At last, the author offer insights on 

how to place appropriate architectures to appropriate data patterns to attain best performance. 

 

 

In [18], Arumugam, pre-eminence anticipated algorithm turns to be clearer in huge amount of datasets and micro-array gene 
expression data, with diminished amount of large training set idea is anticipated. It makes use of two SVM and utilizes data filter 

based on decision tree that scans complete data needed for small subset of data points. The anticipated approach is conceptually 

simple, easy to implement for this experiments, and quicker than the conventional SVM training algorithms. It as well captures 

data patterns and it offers appropriate information to acquire superior performance. The experimental outcomes on micro-array 

data set, large data set illustrates that anticipated approach is scalable for huge data classification, whilst provoking higher 

classification accuracy and effectually. 

 

In [19], Md. Hasibur Rahman et al. utilized four conventional classification procedures, boosting ensemble technique, bagging 

ensemble technique and finally ensemble filtering technique. From the above mentioned techniques, ensemble filtering approach 

offers better accuracy. In ensemble filtering, it is seems that with characteristics of features accuracy by 25.8 percent accuracy 

with students’ absent days accuracy enhanced by 16.1 percent. This enhancement of accuracy demonstrates strong influence of 
behavioural features and student absent days in class based on student’s performance in academics. Furthermore, this method is 

constructed to enhance prediction of accuracy based in student’s academic performance. 

 

In [20], Auth Pisutaporn et al. described about students’ alcohol consumption and recognized the parameters that possess 

significant influence over student’s alcohol consumption. It is determined that male posses the tendency of consuming more 

alcohol consumption level lesser than female. The superior level of moving out with features leads to the higher consumption of 

alcohol. Moreover, students who have study time for short weekly, no added educational school support and does not deserve for 

higher education are extremely likely to have higher alcohol consumption. The author also identified that random forest algorithm 

carry out better performance than that of decision tree algorithm for classification crisis. At last, it is demonstrated that negative 

association amongst student grade and alcohol consumption. 

 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

a. Dataset 

 

We have presented dataset of 500 students with 16 includes that can be sorted as pursues: 

 

1) Demographic Features, for example, sex, nationality, place of birth, parent.  

2) Academic Features, for example, grade, semester, and section id, and subject and students absent days.  

3) Behavioural Features, for example, rised hand up in class, viewing declarations, Discussion Groups, visited assets, parent 

noting review and parent school fulfilment. 

 

These Features demonstrates the cooperation of students with the e-learning framework and furthermore present the parent 
investment in the learning procedure. 

 

The proposed ELBA-ABCC technique has been analyzed through two data sets, that is, online available EDM dataset and the real 

time dataset from various knowledge fields [21]. The below given table gives the description about the dataset, which comprises 

of number of features, number of instances and number of classes for every data set. The available dataset have been extensively 

used in analysis of data classification, as the data set includes various numbers of classes and features, facilitating the analysis of 

influence on performance and accuracy when the features were selected. 

 

This investigation utilized students’ academic performance data sets that comprises of [] students’ record and [] features. The 

students are categorized into three intervals of numerical values owing to its grade: Lower level: interval includes values ranges 

from 0-50; Intermediate level: interval includes values ranges from 51-75; and Higher level includes values that range from 75-
100. 

 

b. Feature selection in EDM 

 

After the selection of data sets for further processing, based on this investigation, feature selection process has been carried out in 

the EDM. In general, feature selection is also termed as attribute selection or variable selection. Feature selection is the way of 

selecting the appropriate subset of relevant features for modelling the system. Feature selection techniques assists in creating 

accurate prediction models. It will offer better or good accuracy values when using fewer data. It can be utilized to eliminate or 

identify unnecessary, redundant or irrelevant attributes from data that will not contribute to accuracy of prediction model or it 

may even diminish model accuracy [22]. Fewer attributes are utilized as they diminish model complexity, and simpler models are 

easy to understand and to explain. 

 
In recent times, there are two general methods that have been utilized in feature selection process, that are wrapper based and 

filter based model. The above mentioned model has been sub-divided into Filter based subset evaluation (FSE) and Wrapper 

based subset evaluation (WSE). At first, FSE has been introduced to eliminate the redundant features and the related issues that 

arise during filter ranking. It analyses the complete data subset in a multi-vibrate manner, chooses relevant features and explores 
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degree of relationship between them. FSE is heuristic based technique that utilizes probabilities and statistical measures to search 

and analyse the usefulness of all features that is identified. Consequently, wrapper-based subset evaluation makes use of classifier 

to evaluate the significance of every feature subset. Typically, WBSE has superior predictive accuracy than FSE. This is due to 

the fact that selection approach is optimized while evaluating every feature subset with specific classification algorithm. 

 

Recently, the wrapper based approach utilizes classification procedure to examine every set of features. This has turns to be 

excessively expensive to execute. However, while dealing with huge database that comprises of numerous features, the wrapper 

turns to be uncontrollable. Wrappers are connected with classifier algorithm and that makes it complex to shift from one classifier 
to another as selection process has to be total re-initiation. Dissimilar to wrapper, selection criteria of filters uses correlation 

functions and distance measures: as it does not necessitate re-execution for diverse learning classifiers. The outcome of this 

execution is extremely faster than that of wrapper based approaches. Filters are finely suited to large database environments that 

comprise numerous features. Researchers have frequently uses the filter as an alternative to wrapper, as the latter one is expensive 

and time consuming to run. 

 

c. LogitBoost algorithm 

 

The initiation of LogitBoost algorithm was started to overcome the drawbacks that are encountered using the Adaboost algorithm 

in handling outliers and noise. Logitboost algorithm utilizes binomial log likelihood that modifies the loss function linearly.  As 

an alternative, Adaboost makes use of exponential loss function that modifies exponentially with classification error [23]. This is 
the cause of utilizing LogitBoost that tends to be less sensitive to noise and outliers. Based on the knowledge, no further 

investigations are carried out in analyzing the performance of Logitboost algorithm in the field of EDM. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

In this research, anomaly detection approach comprises of two sub-divisions: pre-processing (hybrid feature selection) and data 

mining (classification algorithm). The figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed work: 

 

a. Pre-Processing 

 

In pre-processing step, hybrid feature selection method is applied, so as to leverage the strength of both wrappers based and filter 

based approach. As well, anticipated filter based subset evaluation was utilized to resolve filter ranking crisis while encountering 
the occurrence of redundant features. 

 

In stage 1, feature selection process starts with filter subset evaluation. It initially processes the original features ‘F’ and produces 

a new set ‘S’ of reduced features, where S ⊆ F. Here, correlation feature selection approach is adopted owing to its robustness in 

eliminating irrelevant and redundant features. This method overcomes the problem of redundant features in correlation feature 

selection as provided in Equation [1]. In addition, feature reductions in feature ranking are generally defined devoid of the need to 

carry out further processing (for instance, cover percentage, prediction strategy). Correlation feature selection is an intelligent 

filter algorithm that examines features subset owing to the heuristic evaluation functions. 

 

𝐹𝑠 =  
𝑘𝑟𝑐𝑓̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

√𝑘+𝑘(𝑘−1)𝑟𝑓𝑓̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
   (1) 

 

The above given equation specifies the merit function, F, which is utilized to choose a subset ‘s’ comprising ‘k’ number of 

features. Both irrelevant and redundant features are depicted using ‘rcf’ which specifies the mean relationship of every feature to 

its class ‘rff’ which is the mean of relationship amongst the feature. An exhaustive search is not viable in huge datasets owing to 

its high complexity. As well, heuristic search techniques like artificial bee colony algorithm is used as a search function. This is 
due to the experimentation that reveals that ABC provides global optimum solution and is extremely robust than that of Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO), best first and greedy techniques. Moreover, with this stage, it is complex to provide assistance for 

truncation that computational effort utilizing wrapper approach as it deals only with reduced feature set in contrast to original 

feature sets. 

 

In stage 2, reduced feature set ‘S’ accumulated from FSE was merged with the WSE approach to generate final set of optimal 

features K, where K ⊆ S ⊆ M. The anticipated wrapper and filter based hybridisation approach leverages strength of each to 

provide much better result based on false alarm rate, accuracy and fewer irrelevant and redundant features. This is owing to the 

fact that filter method will not fins best available subset, as it is less dependent on classifier. Alternatively, wrapper approach is 

seems to be extremely effectual and offer better accuracy. Nonetheless, it is computationally complex while dealing with huge 

amount of dataset. Therefore, it leverages strength of both the techniques while merging them with hybrid feature selection 
method. Logitboost algorithm and artificial bee colony algorithm is used in WSE to examine selected features with genetic search 

and to describe final ‘K’ feature subset. This search will be continued to train newer model for every subset and stop as the final 

optimum subset is determined.  

 

Stage 3 is termed as classification stage. In this stage, final optimum subset ‘K’ generated by WSE was examined using ABC 

classifier with 10-fold cross validation. It comprises of numerous strategies for computing fitness function. Every steps of 

classification was constructed from diverse original dataset samples. Outcomes were determined based on votes attained from 

every tree that specifies the tree decision concerning class object. Most votes are based on the fitness computation. 
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Feature selection processes were generated with the training data that comprises of mixture of normal or accuracy prediction 

strategy. The feature significance were computed based on the correlation function in filter process, whilst in the wrapper process, 

classification algorithm is utilized. Moreover, features that are highly connected with other features describe the redundancy, and 

this feature has to be eliminated in the stage 1 and stage 2 processes itself. Moreover analysis on feature selection by proposed 

method is explained in the next stage. 

 

b. Ensemble Classification-AABCC 

 
In this section, the anticipated ensemble classifier technique based on boosting algorithm is explained in detail. Here, LogitBoost 

algorithm which is an enhanced version of boosting algorithm is used which serves as a meta classifier for boosting classification. 

The preliminary examination and experiments of investigations, found that this algorithm is extremely suited for dealing with 

outlier and noisy data over the extensively used Adaboost algorithm. Assume a training data set with ‘N’ samples and partitioned 

with two classes. Two classes are defined as B  {−1, +1}, that is, sample in class B = are instances of normal student 

performance, whereas B = -1 are instances of abnormal performance. Set the training data as{(𝐴1, 𝐵1), … . , (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖) … . (𝐴𝑛, 𝐵𝑛)}, 
where 𝐴𝑖 is feature vector and 𝐵𝑖 is target class. LogitBoost algorithm comprises of subsequent steps: 

 

1) Input dataset I = {(𝐴1, 𝐵1), … . , (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖) … . (𝐴𝑛, 𝐵𝑛)} where 𝐴𝑖  ∈ 𝐴 and 𝐵𝑖  ∈ 𝐵 = {−1, +1}. Input number of ‘K’ 

iterations. 

2) Initialized weights 𝑊𝑖 =  1
𝑁⁄ , where 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑁; Initiate committee function F(X) and probability estimates 

𝑃(𝑋𝑖) =  
1

2
 

3) Repeat 𝐾 = 1, 2, … , 𝐾 

 

i) Compute response and weights as in Equation [2] & [3]: 

 

𝑍𝑖 =  
𝐵𝑖− 𝑝(𝐴𝑖)

𝑃(𝐴𝑖)(1−𝑃(𝐴𝑖)
  (2) 

 

𝑊𝑖 = 𝑃 (𝐴𝑖)(1 − 𝑃(𝐴𝑖))  (3) 

 

 

ii) Fit function 𝑓𝑘(𝐴) by weighted least squares regression of 𝑍𝑖  𝑡𝑜 𝑋𝑖 using weights𝑊𝑖. In this investigation, 

utilize artificial bee colony idea to fit data using weights 𝑊𝑖 .  
 

iii) Update as in Equation [4] & [5]: 

 

𝐹 (𝐴) → 𝐹 (𝐴) + 
1 

2
 𝑓𝑘(𝑥)  (4) 

 

𝑃 (𝑋) =  
𝑒𝐹(𝐴)

𝑒𝐹(𝐴)+ 𝑒−𝐹(𝐴)   (5) 

 

iv) Classifier output as in Equation 6: 

 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 [𝐹(𝐴) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 [∑ 𝑓𝑘(𝑥)𝑘
𝑘=1 ] (6)  

 

Here, sign [F (A)] is function that has two probable output classes as in Eq.7: 

 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 [𝐹(𝐴)] =  {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝐴) < 0

−1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝐴) ≥ 0
}  (7) 
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Fig 1: Flow diagram of proposed work 

 

Algorithm: 

1. Select the appropriate subset using the 

Filter based and wrapper based method 

which attains higher classification 

accuracy. 

2. ABCC parameter setting comprises of 

size of bee colony, maximum cycles 

and restriction for trail. 

3. Evaluate quality of food source using 

fitness function, which is the 

classification accuracy of predicting 
the performance. 

4. Cycle 1 

5. While 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 >
 Do 

6. Produce new employed bees (new 

candidate solutions) 

7. Generating new solution using fitness 

calculation. 

8. Adopt LogitBoost approach 

9. Probability value determination using 
fitness values. 

10. Produce new onlooker bees (construct 

candidate solutions) with probability 

estimation 

11. Generating new solution using fitness 

calculation. 

12. Recognize the abandoned solutions 

and generate new solutions using scot 

bee randomly. 

13. Save best solution 

14. Cycle 2 

15. End while 
16. Generate prediction rate 

17. Train ABCC based Logitboost 

approach  

18. Classify the performance of 

bee(students) 

19. Calculate classification accuracy 

20. End 

 

 

c. Rule format 

 

In classification technique, classification rule for every attribute comprises of two parts: antecedent and consequent. Structure of 
rule generation is given below. Feature 1 to feature N are the attributes of dataset. Every attribute possess it lower bound value 

which is the lowest value for this rule (lowest performance of students) and upper bound is the highest value of this rule (highest 

performance). There exist other values that are connected with classification rule: predictive class (Class A), fitness value and 

cover percentage of rule [24]. These three values possess closer relationship amongst fitness function and prediction strategy.  

 

Struct rulegeneration  

{ 

Double *lower bound; 

Double *upper bound; 

Char cName[50]; 

Double prec; 

Double *fitvalue; 
}; 

 

d. Fitness Function  

 

To examine fitness value, the fitness function will be utilized for classification purpose indeed of calculating nectar amount. The 

equation is given below 8: 

 

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
∗

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
   (8) 
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Where TP, FN, FP and TN are sum of various record types and represents True positive, false positive, false negative and true 

negatives related to rule respectively [25]. Before providing these four values, two significant concepts have to be introduced: 

 

 
Fig 1: Flow diagram of the proposed ELBA-ABCC method 

 

When the algorithm determines the type of record, it will compute each feature in the record. If value of feature lies between 

lower bound and upper bound, it is represented that the feature can be covered using the generated rules. If all features of record 

are covered under the generated rule; it specifies that the record will be covered by rules. 

 
If class of evaluated record is equivalent to prediction class by rule, this specifies that record has class predicted by rule. 

 

i. True positives (TP): number of records comes under generated rule that have class predicted by  rule;  

ii.  False negatives (FN): number of records which does not generated with the rule but they have class predicted by 

rule;  

 

iii. False positives (FP): number of records which comes under the rule generated  but the class do not predicted by rule;  

 

iv. iv. True negatives (TN): number of records not covered by generated rule and that do not possess class predicted by 

rule. 

e. Exchanged Local Search Strategy  
 

In ABCC, when an employed bee does not fulfil the requirements and does not reach maximum cycle number, it has to search for 

new food source followed by local search strategy. The standard ABC algorithm with the below mentioned algorithm has to 

execute local search technique. Moreover, it will take huge amount of time for classification of dataset that comprises huge 

amount of data and it is not appropriate for classification. In accordance to the ABCC, significant factors for classification and for 

enhancing the accuracy, a simpler local search strategy termed as ‘Exchanged” is used to replace local search strategy as in 

Equation 9. 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 𝑁𝑃𝑘𝑗    (9) 

 

Where, 𝑃𝑖𝑗  specifies position of new food source and 𝑁𝑃𝑘𝑗  specifies the neighbourhood of previous food source. The value of ‘i’ 

and ‘k’ lies between 1 and S, but ‘k’ has different value from ‘i’. In addition, ‘j’ is number of dimension. In classification process, 

dimension of dataset is equivalent to number of features in dataset. 𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑆} and 𝑗 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝐷} are chosen random 

parameters. When these parameters are given under the classification region as Equation [10] & [11] as given below: 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 =  𝑁𝑃𝑘𝑗  𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (10) 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 =  𝑁𝑃𝑘𝑗𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  (11) 
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Here, the value of ‘k’ is not equal to ‘i’. To compute the performance of these two local search approaches, the online available 

dataset is utilized. The details of the dataset are given above and the related configuration control parameters have to be 

considered.  

 

It is found that the proposed ‘Exchanged’ local search can outperform original local search in ABCC algorithm for data 

classification applications. 

 

f. Rule Discovery  
 

The ultimate objective of classification rule mining is to determine the set of rules which can determine specific class from 

various groups. Therefore, rule discovery phase is the most significant phase in classification algorithm, as rule set is the outcome 

of this phase. The ABCC based rule discovery shows the lower bound and the upper bound value of predicting the accuracy based 

on every attribute as in Equation [12] & [13]: 

 

𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑓 − 𝑘1 ∗ (𝐹_ max − 𝐹_min ) (12) 

 

𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑓 +  𝑘2 ∗ (𝐹_ max − 𝐹_min )(13) 

 

In the above mentioned equation, 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛are maximum value and minimum value of features correspondingly. The 

difference amongst the feature value shows the mean range of features. ‘f’ is considered as the original feature value.  K1 and K2 

are two random values which lie between 0 and 1. 

 

The classification rule mining algorithm can generate the rules automatically for every class. For selected class, it will discover 

rules iteratively till rule set can merge all instances belong to that class. Every rule abide by rule structure and rule set comprises 

of numerous rules. 

 

g. Rule Pruning  

 
After processing all the classes and entire rule have been generated, each rule will be given to rule pruning process. The ultimate 

goal of rule pruning is to eliminate redundant feature limitation that has been included unnecessarily in the rule set. As irrelative 

attributes with negative influence is considered for classification outcome, rule pruning will increase the accuracy. Process of rule 

pruning will be repeated till the set of effectual rules are generated. 

 

h. Prediction Strategy  

 

Pruned rule set will be utilized for prediction of new data in which their classes are unknown. Sometimes, testing data record will 

be produced with more than one rule for diverse classes. Prediction strategy will also describe which class has to be predicted. 

There are three significant steps for prediction strategy; it is specified as given below: 

 

1) Compute prediction value for all rules which cover test data record;  
2) Gather prediction value in accordance to various possible classes;  

3) Choose class which possess highest prediction value as final class. 

 

After the procedure of prediction strategy, the core is the prediction function which is used to compute the prediction value for 

each rule. It is defined in Eq.2.7 as below: 

 

After the process of prediction, the ultimate target is to compute the prediction function that is utilized for evaluating prediction 

value for every rule as in Equation [14]:  

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = (𝛼 ∗ 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) + (𝛽 ∗ 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒)   (14) 
 

Where 𝛼 ∈ [0,1] and 𝛽 ∈ [1 − 𝛼] are two weighted parameters related to rule fitness value and rule cover percentage 

respectively. The above given equation can calculate fitness value for each rule. Rules cover percentage is depicted as proportion 

of records which is covered by rule that have class predicted by rule (TP). It is calculated by Equation given below [15]: 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 % =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑁
   (15) 

 

 

Where, ‘N’ is total amount of records which comes under the predicted class by rules. Prediction strategy balances the effect of 

cover percentage and fitness value for final predicted class. The values of α and β has to be selected more carefully, as they affect 

the classification accuracy. This new approach has provides a novel method for classification rule mining based ABCC-ELBA 

optimization algorithm. Finally, to evaluate proposed algorithm, compute accuracy for every validation data set and evaluate 
average of ‘K’ time validations as final accuracy. 
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

In this section, we present the datasets used for evaluation, the number of samples used in our experiments, experimental tools 

employed in our proposed approach, and the evaluation metrics adopted to measure the performance of the proposed approach. 

Table I: Feature selection 

Feature 

selection  

No. of 

features 

Selected features 

Original 

feature 
30 

𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, 𝑓4, 𝑓5,  
𝑓6, 𝑓7, 𝑓8, 𝑓9, 
𝑓10, 𝑓11, 𝑓12,  
𝑓13, 𝑓14, 𝑓15, 

𝑓16, 𝑓17, 𝑓18, 𝑓19, 
𝑓20, 𝑓21, 𝑓22, 𝑓23, 
𝑓24, 𝑓25, 𝑓26, 𝑓27, 

𝑓28, 𝑓29, 𝑓30  
Selected 

feature based 

on  (WSE) & 

(FSE) 

10 

𝑓2, 𝑓4, 𝑓6, 𝑓8, 𝑓10,  
𝑓12, 𝑓14, 𝑓16, 𝑓18, 

𝑓20 

 

Once classification replica has been trained by 10-folds cross validation, the validation process starts. Validation is a significant 

phase in generating predictive model, it examines, how realistic predictive is. The validation model is utilized for 25 students.  

 
Fig 2: Simulated outcome of best cost vs number of iterations 

 
Fig 3: Graphical representation of P-value computation of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of P-value of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and 
DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 0.355, 0.341 respectively. 

 
Table II: Tabular representation for P-value outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT 
ACO-

NB 

ELBA-

ABCC 

1 0.5558 0.5431 0.5249 0.4637 
0.355 

2 0.5556 0.5514 0.5060 0.4931 0.341 

 
Table II depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The P-

Value attained for prevailing methods are 0.5558, 0.5556, 0.5431, 0.5514, 0.5249, and 0.5060 correspondingly. 
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Fig 4: Graphical representation of T-measure for performing ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of T-value of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and 

DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 21.96, 19.85 respectively. 

 
Table III: Tabular representation for T-value outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT ACO-NB ELBA-

ABCC 

1 25.5546 25.1147 25.0510 23.9635 21.96 

2 27.4008 24.6391 21.2804 20.1384 19.85 

 

Table III depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The T-

Value attained for prevailing methods are 25.5546, 27.4008, 25.1147, 24.6391, 25.0510, and 21.2804 correspondingly. 

 
Fig 5: Graphical representation of F-measure for performing ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of F-measure of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, 

and DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 94.56 and 94.35 respectively. 

 
Table IV: Tabular representation for F-measure outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT ACO-NB 
ELBA-

ABCC 

1 84.7702 87.3614 92.0183 92.6802 94.56 

2 88.6957 92.9263 93.2766 93.3519 94.35 

 

Table IV depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The F-
measure attained for prevailing methods are 84.7702, 88.6957, 87.3614, 92.9263, 92.0183, 93.2766correspondingly. 

 

 
Fig 6: Graphical representation of precisio for performing ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of precisio of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and 

DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 98.2 and 98.5 respectively. 
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Table V: Tabular representation for precision outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT ACO-NB ELBA-

ABCC 

1 91.1721    94.2630    94.7021    97.8204 98.2 

2 93.8838    96.2255    96.4893    97.1901 98.5 

 

Table V depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The 

precision attained for prevailing methods are 91.1721, 93.8838, 94.2630, 96.2255, 94.7021, and 96.4893   correspondingly. 

 
Fig 7: Graphical representation of Recall for performing ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of Recall % of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, 

and DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 85.61 and 84.5 respectively. 

 
Table VI: Tabular representation for Recall outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT ACO-

NB 

ELBA-

ABCC 

1 78.8785 82.9769 83.3104 83.8203 85.6 

2 78.8910 83.5338 85.2581 86.7424 84.5 

 

Table VI depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The 

Recall attained for prevailing methods are 78.8785, 78.8910, 82.9769, 83.5338, 83.3104, and 85.2581correspondingly. 

 

 
Fig 8: Graphical representation of Accuracy for performing ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of Accuracy % of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, 

and DT.  The outcome attained using ELBA-ABCC is 88.7 and 88.9 respectively. 
 

Table VII: Tabular representation for accuracy outcomes of ELBA-ABCC and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB 

S.NO K-NN SVM DT ACO-NB ELBA-

ABCC 

1 78.7342 80.5064 82.3165 85.6190 88.72 

2 79.4602 81.1438 85.3756 85.3888 88.9 

 

Table VII depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT. The 

accuracy attained for prevailing methods are 78.7342, 79.4602, 80.5064, 81.1438, 82.3165, and 85.3756 correspondingly. As per 

the investigation, accuracy of 85.6190% is attained in our anticipated replica through validation phase. The outcome of validation 

phase shows reliability of anticipated replica. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This work considers online available dataset and real time data set, manually annotated with Blooms’ cognitive levels, and 

transform into Rule discovery, Rule Pruning and prediction strategy. With the available dataset, numerous experiments have been 

conducted, and the outcomes depict better performance of the proposed ELBA-ABCC owing to its prediction accuracy. 

Moreover, when anticipated ELBA-ABCC based initialization method is utilized, a significant enhancement in the performance 

of students is attained. As well, the outcomes specifies feature selection like wrapper based and filter based approaches plays 

significant role in the performance of ELBA-ABCC. The simulation was performed in MATLAB environment, and the results 
were compared with the existing methods, which confirm the efficiency of the anticipated ELBA-ABCC approach in terms of 

accuracy. The attained accuracy is about 88.9%.  The future research direction is that the accuracy prediction of student’s 

academic performance can be computed using any machine learning based hybrid classifiers. 
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